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In order to examine the dependence of 
Mercier stability on pressure profiles, two types 
of pressure profiles are used: a peaked profile, 
given by 
(1) 
and a broad profile, given by 
(2) 
right-hand side of Eq. (3) represents shear sta-
bilization. The last term is destabilizing, due 
to the Pfirsch-Schliiter current (geodesic cur-
vature) and the diamagnetic current. Only 
the second term can change sign, depending 
on the average magnetic well quantity V" and 
the global magnetic shear ~'. 
For an L = 2/ M = 10 heliotron/torsatron 
system with a large Shafranov shift, the domi-
nant contribution to Mercier stabilization near 
the magnetic axis, where the global magnetic 
shear is weak, comes from the magnetic well 
term, i.e., V" < 0, whereas the dominant 
contribution to Mercier stabilization near the 
plasma periphery is the global magnetic shear 
term, (~')2/4, since a magnetic hill, i.e., V" > 0, 
occurs here. For the peaked pressure pro-
file with its monotonically increasing gradient, 
Here 'l/JN is the normalized toroidal flux. Note these two stabilizing contributions work well 
that the peaked pressure profile given in Eq. ( 1) together, so that an equilibrium with (30 = 
is the profile that is normally used in stability 4% that is slightly Mercier-unstable becomes 
calculations for the LHD, and that peaked pres- completely stabilized when (30 exceeds approx-
sure profiles similar to that given in Eq. ( 1) are imately 7%. This behavior implies the exis-
observed in ordinary experiments in Compact tence of second stability for the Mercier cri-
Helical System ( CHS). terion. In contrast, the broad pressure pro-
The behavior of the Mercier criterion param- file has its steepest gradient in the magnetic 
eter D M for currentless equilibria can be under- hill region where V" > 0. Since this strongly 
stood from the following expression: destabilizing effect cannot be overcome by the 
( ')2 magnetic shear term, the equilibrium with the 
-;- broad pressure profile is quite Mercier unsta-
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with (!} = d~ j fdr. Also, the Pfirsch-
Schliiter current divided by P' is given by 
(J · B)PsN 
i3 · v~N 
- -B x V<I>T • v~N, 
B2 
1- (B2). 
(4) 
(5) 
Mercier stability corresponds to satisfying the 
condition DM > 0. The first term on the 
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Fig.1 Mercier criterion parameter DM (A) 
for the peaked pressure profile of Eq. ( 1), and 
(B) for the broad pressure profile of Eq. ( 2). 
The dotted, dot-dashed, and solid curves 
correspond to (30 = 0, 4, and 8%, respectively. 
